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Swifts®  cable ladder couplers and fasteners
bendable connectors

■ Dimensions and weights

All dimensions (mm) are nominal

Straight lengths : see p. 34-36➔

Finishes and standards : see p. 34-36➔

Bendable connectors can be used for :

a. fabricating fittings on site from cut lengths of cable ladder

b.  reducing width of a run to the next size down when a properly 
manufactured reducer is not available

c. correcting minor mis-alignment problems

d. coupling lengths of ladder to form articulated bends

Bendable connectors are supplied in pairs with fasteners

■ Installation (typical)

Note

Rigid support for the cable ladder should be provided on both sides 
adjacent to each joint
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Medium duty 
(Topaz) ZHF

Re-aligning the run

Reducing width of run

Forming a long 
articulated bend

    Weight
Cat. Nos. A B C (kg)

ZHF 250 84 1·5 0·5

PHF 250 115 1·5 0·7

EHF 250 140 1·5 0·8

   Ladder range
  Topaz Sapphire Emerald

Cat. Nos. ZHF PHF EHF
Quantity of fasteners 
per connector 4 8 8

per additional connector 2 4 4

Weights
All weights given are in kilograms (kg) and are for a pair of 
couplers in hot dip galvanised G finish

To obtain the appropriate component weight in other 
finishes, multiply the given weight by the following factors :

Deep galvanised  (D) x 1·07
Stainless steel  (S) x 0·94
Powder coated  (E) x 0·97

■ Assembly

Fasteners (included)

A Side rail

B Coupler

C  M10 x 20 coachbolt

D M10 flange nut

Recommended Torque 

Setting (M10): 40NmC A B D

Heavy duty 
(Sapphire) PHF

Fastener finishes

For ladders with G, D and E finishes, fasteners are high tensile Grade 
8.8 hot dip galvanised

For ladders with S finish, fasteners are corrosion resistant stainless 
Grade A470

An alternative material for fasteners may be required depending on the 
installation environment - contact us on +44 (0) 845 605 4333

Extra heavy duty 
(Emerald) EHF

Key :  Replace the letter shown in red with your choice from the 
following options :

F = Finish :  G (hot dip galvanised after manufacture)
D (deep galvanised)
S (stainless steel)
E (powder coated)
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Bending the run
Heavy duty (Sapphire) 
PHF (ZHF and 
EHF similar)
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